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I started it and it stopped working
11\/10
best game i ever purchased
. mapping is terrible, overall looks like a nice game i guess. man i wish there is more people playing the mod but its good. Don't
do it!!!

It might seem cheap. But this is not one of those games that that is a bargain and you can have a bit of fun with.

It is just plan horrible.

This looks like a lone developer made this on their weekends as their first gaming project.

This is really a waste of money.. Sadly, I cannot recommend this game. It *looks* good, but it lets you down. The core of the
game's problems is an overall lack of polish. Seems like the developers spent a lot of time on the cinematics and not enough
time on the core gameplay.. How do I put this?

I get the feeling Bandai is trying to bury Soul Calibur. With the lack of information on content patches, lackluster armor
customization "bundles" that overcharges content that should be free, trying to tell me that music from better games is why I
need to spend that asking price and a complete content drought outside of any paid content. I cant help but ask why is Bandai
trying to chase away the fans of SC?
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pros

+ good looking graphics
+ creepy atmosphere
+ intriguing psychological and twisty narrative.
+ easy puzzles ( if you don't want to challenge)
+ good voice acting
+ hidden object elements are fun.
+ hint system very helpful
+ there is auto save
+ i didn't encounter any crushing and bug. game is run well for me.

cons

- game is too short
- there are no steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards.. Great puzzle game with good mechanics and UI.
Best one i have come across of its type up to now.

Easy to use editor to make own levels for others to play and share.
I do not use VR and it plays great without.. An Empire TW DLC that actually adds some interesting units. I am surprised.. Solid
space sandbox. Very enjoyable. Think PvE Eve with out all the MMORPG mess. constant updates which are all making it better
rather than reinventing what is already there. I can not wait to see what this wonderful game becomes with time.. There needs to
be more games like this.. Damn, I really missed this game. It plays exactly as you remember it and is still pretty impressive.
Highly recommend.. There are not many games that can manage to get someone super interested in a story about a girl with
dissociative identity disorder.
Reflection of Mine totally nailed it, in my case.

The gameplay itself was super brainbreaking for me. Not really in the beginning but later on it gets more challenging.
Control more than one body at the same time - not that easy as it sounds!

For the ones, who are not really good at puzzles there is also an "easy" mode, where you don't have to think thaaaaaaat much and
completely focus on the story.
~~~~

About Bugs&Stuff:

Today I have a total playtime of 11hrs and I only stumbled over 1 tiny "bug"
I asked for help in the discussion thingy on Steam and I received almost instantly help from the developer.
It was solved on the same day!
And to mention - the fact that this game was made by one single person is amazing.

~~~

Overall - Unique and great game - I would totally buy it again. :). This is an amazing, challenging game, very entertaining.
Interesting characters, amazing art, and the sound affects are just adorable! Great job game creators.. Very addictive little game,
excellent graphics and low system requirements make it a perfect indie game from a new dev.
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